Facilitator
View
Harness insights for powerful
decision making

KPMG Facilitator View helps you
run meetings, workshops and group
conversations effectively, ensuring every
voice is heard.
When it comes to making important decisions, leaders need to be able
to identify, classify and prioritise issues that are facing the business.
Developed by drawing on the strong IP of KPMG professionals and built
upon the solid foundations of Microsoft Azure, Facilitator View is an
innovative cloud-based solution that helps you harness wisdom from
diverse thinking. It gives participants the ability to contribute to the
conversation and vote anonymously no matter where they are in the
world, capturing insights from all levels of the organisation. With results
collated in real-time and displayed through visual heat mapping, Facilitator
View stimulates important discussions that help to drive more informed
decision making while fostering an environment of greater collaboration.
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An easy to use technology solution for strategic prioritisation.
Providing the capability to capture insights from people across all levels
of the organisation – from the board right through to the management
and operational level – Facilitator View promotes inclusivity and
efficiency in the decision making process. For example, it can be used to
determine which issues are of higher priority. Plotting risk against reward,
participants have the ability to vote on which issues they believe should
be given the most focus. This allows the organisation to determine how
best to prioritise issues in the context of these two dimensions, while
also supporting collective decision making across the organisation.

How it works
Facilitator View helps enable
more inclusive decision making
by ensuring that everybody has
the opportunity to share their
thoughts, rather than having
workshops being dominated
by the loudest voice. Intuitive
and easy-to-use, Facilitator
View enhances the decision
making process through:
Anonymous
online voting:
Whether workshop
participants are in the
same room or in a virtual
meeting, Facilitator View
ensures that the voice
of every participant is
counted, and may even
allow facilitators to unearth
issues that they might
not have been aware of
previously.
Visual heat maps:
Once voting is complete,
Facilitator View generates
detailed heat maps
that provide a nuanced,
aggregated view of how
every participant voted on
each individual issue, with
an in-depth report produced
in real-time. Facilitator View
provides powerful insights
that reflect the perspectives
of all participants, helping
decision makers to
prioritise which topics to
focus on.

How Facilitator View works
Simple drag and drop to vote on issues

In-depth insights through visual heat maps

 PMG Facilitator View can be used across a range of organisational functions and divisions to drive effective
K
decision making and action planning.
Here’s what teams across KPMG have to say about Facilitator View.
“Rather than collecting
information through
conventional methods and
then aggregating them in
spreadsheets (a process that
can take weeks), we use
Facilitator View to help our
clients by providing a more
efficient way to bring people
together to define issues and
agree to actions.”
Adrian King
Partner in Charge
Climate Change & Sustainability

“Following the Global People
Survey conducted annually
across KPMG, our team used
Facilitator View to determine
priority actions that came
out of the results. Facilitator
View really helped get buy-in
to support actions from all
members of the team moving
forward.”
Duncan Stevens

“Using Facilitator View, our
team has hosted effective
risk workshops where
everyone’s voices were
heard, and unanimous
agreement meant that key
outcomes were reached with
greater efficiency.”
Caron Sugars
Partner
Risk Strategy & Technology

Director
Climate Change & Sustainability

“Our clients like the ‘drag and
drop’ nature of the survey, as
it allows them to rate risks
relative to each other and
consider and challenge their
own assessment. Once all
survey responses are received,
Facilitator View fosters another
dimension to the conversation,
by visually showing the
differences in perspectives.”
Ebony Sanderson
Associate Director
Risk Strategy & Technology

Get in touch
Speak to one of our subject matter
experts below to find out more
about how KPMG Facilitator View
can help your organisation make
more informed decisions.
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